1932-1933
E S Brown (Hockey)

1933-1934
E S Brown (Hockey)
B P K Watts (Cross Country)

1934-1935
J B White (Athletics, Half-Blue)
J P S Daniell (Athletics, Half-Blue)
J B White (Athletics, Half-Blue)

1935-1936
J P S Daniell (Athletics)

1936-1937
J P S Daniell (Athletics)
E P Dewar (Cross County, Half-Blue)

1937-1938
I H Watts (Rugby)
R A E Cheales (Hockey)
E M H Harding-Roberts (Athletics, Half-Blue)
S Pether (Golf, Half-Blue)
E P Dewar (Cross County, Half-Blue)

1938-1939
I H Watts (Rugby)
S Pether (Rugby)
R A E Cheales (Hockey)
D F G Walker (Hockey)
S Pether (Cricket)
S Pether (Golf)

1940-1941
K Hartley (Hockey)
J H Gaster (Cricket)
D H A Christie-Murray (Boxing)
A Hobson (Boxing)

1944-1945
A I R Osakwe (Soccer)
K H P Bailey (Athletics)

1945-1946
A I R Osakwe (Soccer)
J D Gilder (Athletics)
W Thomas (Athletics)
K H P Bailey (Athletics, Half-Blue)
P C Cummings (Swimming, Half-Blue)

1946-1947
J D Gilder (Athletics)
K H P Bailey (Athletics, Half-Blue)
J H Austin (Hockey)
P C Cummings (Swimming, Half-Blue)
J V Skinner (Swimming, Half-Blue)

1948-1949
R Lenton (Soccer)
A R Pinnington (Athletics, Half-Blue)
H G Platt (Athletics, Half-Blue)
A J Dann (Hockey)
N Green (Hockey)
A W Scarth (Ice Hockey)

1949-1950
R Lenton (Soccer)
A R Pinnington (Athletics)
M J Rayson (Athletics, Half-Blue)
A J Dann (Hockey)
N C Harris (Shooting, Half-Blue)

1950-1951
A R Pinnington (Athletics)
W Thomas (Athletics)
A J Dann (Hockey)
N C Harris (Shooting, Half-Blue)
D O R Duke (Swimming, Half-Blue)

1951-1952
D H Dunn (Soccer)
W Thomas (Athletics)
D S Ross (Basketball, Half-Blue)
P Owen-Lloyd (Golf)
N C Harris (Shooting, Half-Blue)

1952-1953

D H Dunn (Soccer)
D O’Sullivan (Athletics, Half-Blue)
W B L Palmer (Athletics, Half-Blue)
D S Ross (Basketball, Half-Blue)
D C Courtman (Boxing)
P Owen-Lloyd (Golf, Half-Blue)
N C Harris (Shooting, Half-Blue)
J B Evans (Squash)
D O R Duke (Swimming, Half-Blue)

1953-1954

W B L Palmer (Athletics)
J E Vickery (Athletics, Half-Blue)
D C Courtman (Boxing)
P M Gayton (Hockey)

1954-1955

W B L Palmer (Athletics)
D C Courtman (Boxing)
J R Ramsay (Boxing)
T S Shaw (Cross Country, Half-Blue)
P M Gayton (Hockey)
J A Lloyd (Swimming, Half-Blue)
J A Lloyd (Water Polo, Half-Blue)

1955-1956

G L Critchlow (Athletics)
W B L Palmer (Athletics)
T W Shaw (Athletics, Half-Blue)
J A Lloyd (Swimming, Half Blue)

1956-1957

C J Weeks (Athletics, Half-Blue)
B Batmanghelidj (Boxing)
A C Hewett (Boxing)
J A D Hobbs (Cricket)
D F Burnett (Athletics, Half-Blue)
W F Stokes (Gymnastics, Half-Blue)
1957-1958
B J Randle (Soccer)
S H Wilcock (Rugby)
R A G Weston (Rugby)

1958-1959
B J Randle (Soccer)
C J Weeks (Athletics)
D F McNeill (Basketball, Half-Blue)
D F Burnett (Athletics)
H W Burnett (Athletics, Half-Blue)
D F McNeill (Ice Hockey, Half-Blue)
S H Wilcock (Rugby)

1959-1960
B J Randle (Soccer)
K J Garland (Soccer)
S H Wilcock (Rugby)
D T Stevens (Rugby)

1960-1961
P F Johnston (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)

1961-1962
A M Platt (Athletics, Half-Blue)
A J R Parker (Boxing)
D W Parry (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
R J Bulcock (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
G R Berry (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
P K Stagg (Rugby)
J Dobson (Swimming, Half-Blue)

1962-1963
A J R Parker (Boxing)
W R M Steele (Gymnastics, Half-Blue)
R J Bulcock (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
G R Berry (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
C J Davies (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
A E Marsden (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
P K Stagg (Rugby)
M R J Esnault-Pelterie (Skiing, Half-Blue)
F I Parker (Water Polo, Half-Blue)

1963-1964
F I Parker (Soccer)
T M Taylor (Athletics, Half-Blue)
M G L Jerrom (Golf)
G R Berry (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
R J Bulcock (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
C J Davies (Lacrosse)
D W A Cox (Rowing)
S Wilson (Rugby)

1964-1965

F I Parker (Soccer)
C R Tracey (Soccer)
T M Taylor (Athletics)
B P Protheroe (Badminton, Half-Blue)
G R Berry (Lacrosse)
A E Marsden (Lacrosse)
S Wilson (Rugby)
P K Stagg (Rugby)
F P Wolff (Shooting, Half-Blue)
T J Kuhnke (Skiing, Half-Blue)
F I Parker (Swimming, Half-Blue)
D R Parr (Swimming, Half-Blue)

1965-1966

C R Tracey (Soccer)
G McBride (Athletics)
G McBride (Cross Country)
M P Sharpe (Athletics, Half-Blue)
T M Taylor (Athletics, Half-Blue)
H J Messing (Badminton, Half-Blue)
B P Protheroe (Badminton, Half-Blue)
A E Brown (Golf)
D R Perfect (Hockey)
J L Adams (Ice Hockey, Half-Blue)
T J Hatchett (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
G A Le Grys (Half-Blue)
T J Kuhnke (Skiing, Half-Blue)
D R Parr (Swimming, Half-Blue)
F I Parker (Water Polo, Half-Blue)

1966-1967

R A Ingram (Soccer)
M Redmond (Soccer)
M P Sharp (Athletics)
T M Taylor (Athletics)
J F Godding (Cross Country)
P J Hatcher (Cross Country, Half-Blue)
A E Brown (Golf)
D R Perfect (Hockey)
T J Kuhnke (Skiing, Half-Blue)
J D McVittie (Swimming, Half-Blue)
R H Moncur (Swimming, Half-Blue)
D R Parr (Swimming, Half-Blue)
P A Vider (Swimming)
P R Williams (Swimming, Half-Blue)

1967-1968

C R Ashton (Badminton, Half-Blue)
H J Messing (Badminton, Half-Blue)
R B Akhurst (Judo, Half-Blue)
C H Beaumont (Judo, Half-Blue)
M R Taylor (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
J E Bell (Swimming, Half-Blue)
P A Vider (Swimming)
P A Vider (Water Polo, Half-Blue)
K C MacKenzie (Water Polo, Half-Blue)

1968-1969

S S Nussey (Athletics, Half-Blue)
G C Davis (Cross Country, Half-Blue)
M Allden Lloyd (Swimming, Half-Blue)
D R Deaton (Swimming, Half-Blue)
J D McVittie (Swimming)
P A Vider (Swimming)
A J Oliver (Tennis)
P A Gompertz (Fives, Half-Blue)

1969-1970

J A V Lailey (Soccer)
B Davis (Athletics, Half-Blue)
S S Nussey (Athletics, Half-Blue)
I M Birch (Badminton, Half-Blue)
A G Roberts (Cross Country)
A J Oliver (Tennis)
J E Bell (Water Polo)

1970-1971

S S Nussey (Athletics)
I M Birch (Badminton)
S J Horner (Cross Country)
D R d'A Willis (Rowing)
A J Oliver (Tennis)

1971-1972
G Costello (Soccer)
S J Horner (Athletics)
S S Nussey (Athletics)
P W Davies (Boxing)
D R d’A Willis (Rowing)
B A Curran (Sailing)

1972-1973

C F Brooks (Archery)
G Costello (Soccer)
J V J Neary (Soccer)
C M Heath (Athletics)
J D Marshall (Badminton)
S P Stewart (Badminton)
P W Davies (Boxing)
W Roberts (Boxing)
P M Wiper (Golf)
D F Harding (Rifle Shooting)
B A Curran (Sailing)
J L Malkowski (Ice Hockey)

1973-1974

G Costello (Soccer)
P J Irvine (Athletics, Half-Blue)
P W Davies (Boxing)
J L Malkowski (Ice Hockey)
C J Brown (Swimming)
R D Lee (Swimming, Half-Blue)
C J Brown (Water Polo, Half-Blue)
R D Lee (Water Polo, Half-Blue)

1974-1975

P J Irvine (Athletics, Half-Blue)
P J Irvine (Cross Country)
J C Towers (Athletics, Half-Blue)
A C Hamilton (Cricket)
P J Hardman (Hockey)
C J Brown (Swimming)
T P Ward (Table Tennis, Half-Blue)

1975-1976

P R D Watkins (Archery)
A C Hamilton (Cricket)
P J Irvine (Cross Country)
M J Thornton (Fencing)
G V R de Burgh (Judo)
G D Featherstone (Hockey)
P J Hardman (Hockey)
A D Edwards (Rowing)
J Lever (Soccer)
T P Ward (Table Tennis)

1976-1977

G O Leach (Blue)
P J Irvine (Cross Country)
W G Hughson (Ice Hockey, Half-Blue)

1979-1980

P Bird (Sailing)

1980-1982

N Fellows (Cross Country)
G Light (Squash, Half-Blue)
R Mosley (Swimming, Half-Blue)
J Steven (Rifle Shooting)
A K Nowak (Volleyball) (x 2)

1982-1983

L Cronshaw (Women’s Hockey)
A Hodson (Golf)
R Mosley (Swimming)
R Mosley (Water Polo, Half-Blue)
M Padley (Squash)
B Hannam (Rugby League, Half-Blue)
R Huddart (Badminton, Half-Blue)
J Steven (Rifle Shooting)
A K Nowak (Volleyball)

1983-1984

L Cronshaw (Women’s Hockey)
J Steven (Rifle Shooting)
A Hall (Badminton)
J Thompson (Rowing)
A Boyles (Ladies Sailing)
A K Nowak (Volleyball)
M Powell (High Jump)
P MacLarnon (Rugby)

1984-1985

P C MacLarnon (Cricket)
J D Quinlan (Cricket)
D R Merner (Fencing)
D R Merner (Ice Hockey)
M J Powell (Athletics)
V R E Thompson (Athletics)
S P Jones (Rowing, for Lightweights)
J M Kinsley (Rugby League)
A J Boyles (Sailing)
G C C Light (Squash)
M R H Knowles (Swimming)
A K Nowak (Volleyball)

1985-1986

P J Atkinson (Badminton)
A R Vahdati (Boxing)
S C Diggle (Boxing)
A Vahdati (Athletics)
M J Powell (Athletics)
V R E Thompson (Athletics)
M C Montgomery (Lacrosse)
J J M O Gray (Rugby League)
G M Smith (Table Tennis)
A R Nowak (Volleyball)
D E Leary (Water Polo)

1986-1987

A R Vahdati (Athletics)
A R Vahdati (Boxing)
P J Atkinson (Badminton, Half-Blue)
J D Quinlan ( Cricket)
C M B Williams (Fives, Half-Blue)
W H P Jackson ( Golf)
G D Wach (Ice Hockey, Half-Blue)
M C Montgomery (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
J P F Rendle (Lightweight Rowing, Half-Blue)
S A Fretwell (Rugby League, Half-Blue)
J J M O Gray (Rugby League, Half-Blue)
E A Wilson (Rugby League, Half-Blue)
B S Wright (Swimming)
A K Nowak (Volleyball)

1987-1988

R Jackson (Gymnastics)
P Atkinson (Badminton, Half-Blue)
M Hickman (Soccer)
J Gray (Rugby League)
E Wilson (Rugby League)
D Bucknall (Rugby League)
M Rees (Rugby League)
R Horrocks-Taylor (Rugby League)
B Jegede (Rugby League)
T Armstrong (Rugby League)
T Kerslake (Pistol Shooting)
T Chapman (Fives)
N Boxall (Swimming)
D Neary (Water Polo)
L Thompson (Water Polo)
B Wright (Swimming)
C Cummings (Athletics)
M A Wells (Women’s Rugby)

1988-1989

R Jackson (Gymnastics and Cricket)
J Nuttall (Gymnastics)
M Hickman (Soccer)
M Rees (Rugby League)
D Bucknall (Rugby League)
R Horrocks-Taylor (Rugby League)
T Armstrong (Rugby League)
M Wells (Women’s Rugby)
D Leary (Water Polo)
D Mellors (Water Polo)
N Boxall (Swimming)
T Kerslake (Pistol Shooting)
J Anderson (Rifle Shooting)
T Chapman (Fives)
G Wach (Ice Hockey)
L Louthan (Lacrosse)
A Garner Hockey
S K Wilson (Orienteering)
A C Hopper (Karate)

1989-1990

R Horrocks-Taylor (Rugby League)
M D Ramsay (Soccer)
F K Alexander (Basketball)
A C Coulson (Pentathlon)
R E Marx (Cross Country)
F H Gillespie (Fencing)
A D Griffin (Fencing)
K E Sprake (Shooting)
S R Tucker (Tennis)
T L Armstrong (Athletics)
J K W O’Brien (Rugby League)
J J M Batt (Lightweight Rowing)
G D Wach (Ice Hockey)

1990-1991
M D Ramsay (Soccer)
P Sullivan (Soccer)
P W Dowle (Soccer)
C S Cook (Athletics)
A M B Johnston (Athletics)
A W Grimbaldeston (Croquet)
N Askeland (Cross Country)
F H Gillespie (Fencing)
A C Hopper (Karate)
A C Coulson (Pentathlon)
T L O Glen (Riding)
D M Neary (Rowing)
J J M Batt (Rowing)
H A Dormer (Rugby League)
J K W O’Brien (Rugby League)
J A Anderson (Shooting)
K E Sprake (Shooting)

1991-1992

M Ramsay (Soccer)
P Dowle (Soccer)
K Cooper (Croquet)
N Askeland (Cross Country)
F Gillespie (Fencing)
M Carney (Ice Hockey)
T Glen (Riding)
I Gardiner (Rowing)
N Schwartz (Skiing)
J Carr (Squash)
J Entract (Tennis)

1992-1993

P Lopes (Cross Country)

1993-1994

A Jackson (Athletics)
F Anderson (Badminton)
J Hazelwood (Canoeing and Kayak)
E Fowler (Cricket)
J Cameron (Cricket, Authentics)
D Ely (Cricket, Authentics)
E Fowler (Cricket, Authentics)
M Erueti (Fencing)
T Curren (Women’s Soccer)
J Galimberti (Judo)
A George (Modern Pentathlon)
K Clarke (Netball, 2nd Team)
J Holt (Netball, 2nd Team)
C Jones (Netball, 2nd Team)
C Masters (Netball, 2nd Team)
C Masters (Polo)
S Gordon (Women’s Rowing, Lightweight)
J Cameron (Rugby)
J O’Riordan (Rugby, Greyhounds and Whippets)
F Incledon (Sailing)
N Schwartz (Skiing)
J Carr (Squash)
J Duckworth (Squash)
J Entract (Tennis)
F Heider (Tennis, Penguins)

1994-1995

F Anderson (Badminton)
A Mandilas (Basketball)
J Cameron (Cricket)
I Clamp (Dancing)
M Deketaere (Football)
J Evans (Golf)
D Sanders (Golf)
R Parkin (Ice Hockey)
C Wilson (Lacrosse)
C Walton-Masters (Polo)
A Skinner (Rugby)
R Shanahan (Women’s Rugby)
J O’Riordan (Rugby League)
F Incledon (Sailing)
N Schwartz (Skiing)
C Tayton (Windsurfing)

1995-1996

B Dutton (Soccer)
P Richards (Soccer)
L Moffett (Women’s Football)
S Stirling (Women’s Football)
R Parkin (Ice Hockey)
M Barnes (Pentathlon)
C Walton-Masters (Polo)
A Skinner (Rowing)
M Nield (Rowing)
J-I Throndsen
T Stock (Rugby)
F Jubb (Women’s Sailing)
C Williams (Skiing)
J Pocock (Table Tennis)
F Incledon (Yachting)
1996-1997

J Ruzdicic (Ballroom Dancing)
B Bowyer (Basketball)
A Mandilas (Basketball)
C Seaton (Women’s Basketball)
C Ellis (Women’s Cricket)
B Dutton (Soccer)
C Ellis (Women’s Soccer)
L Moffett (Women’s Soccer)
S Stirling (Women’s Soccer)
S Stirling (Women’s Hockey)
M Barnes (Modern Pentathlon)
S Richardson (Modern Pentathlon)
J Chikwe (Polo)
F Perrodo (Polo)
C Walton-Masters (Polo)
C Perkins (Rowing, Lightweight)
C van Tulleken (Rowing, Lightweight)
S Cornick (Women’s Rowing, Lightweight)
C Shortridge (Women’s Rowing, Lightweight)
T Stock (Rugby Fives)
J Mason (Rugby League)
A Park (Rugby League)
F Jubb (Sailing)
C Williams (Skiing)
T Stock (Squash)
C Jones (Tennis)
V Manthripragada (Tennis)
M Coqui (Volleyball)
M Dunn (Water Polo)

1997-1998

C Durrant (Women’s Basketball)
D Walling (Basketball)
D Copleston (Canoeing)
N Goh (Dancing)
J Ruzdijic (Dancing)
S Whittaker (Dancing)
P Richards (Soccer)
S Stolz (Women’s Soccer)
S Stirling (Women’s Hockey)
C Williams (Women’s Lacrosse)
M Barnes (Modern Pentathlon)
H Turner (Netball)
S Cornick (Women’s Rowing)
F Jubb (Sailing)
C Williams (Skiing)
A Coutinho (Swimming)
V Etiebet (Water Polo)
1998-1999

J Ruzdijic (Ballroom Dancing)
C Durrant (Women’s Basketball)
J Perkins (Darts)
T Stock (Fives)
D Hooper (Hockey)
P Kelly (Modern Pentathlon)
H Turner (Netball)
S Cornick (Women’s Rowing)
Andy Grant (Rowing)
J Bolger (Rugby)
V Etiebet (Women’s Rugby)
J Gibson (Sailing)
M Shroff (Sailing)
E Gowdy (Shooting)
M Hunt (Skiing)
A Coutinho (Swimming)
V Etieber (Water Polo)

1999-2000

E Buckwell (Women’s Athletics)
P Taylor (Darts)
C Giles (Cricket)
J Butters (Soccer)
A Ratcliffe (Soccer)
M Landau-Wells (Women’s Soccer)
K Murtaugh (Women’s Soccer)
D Hunter (Hockey)
E Buckwell (Women’s Hockey)
H Turner (Netball)
S White (Women’s Pool)
N Harding (Rowing)
J Bolger (Rugby)
M Foy (Rugby)
A Palmer (Rugby)
M Stewart (Women’s Rugby)

2000-2001

R McAllister (Athletics)
A Deb (Badminton)
J Johnstone (Badminton)
M Boxser (Basketball)
A Allen (Boxing)
J Dairymple (Cricket)
A Lye (Cross Country)
J Wong (Dancesport)
G Lyons (Darts)
P Taylor (Darts)
O Akkaya (Soccer)
J Butters (Soccer)
A Ratcliffe (Soccer)
R Shelley (Gymnastics)
E Buckwell (Women’s Hockey)
C Sanderson (Women’s Hockey)
M Foy (Lacrosse)
B Measures (Modern Pentathlon)
J Sohi (Pool)
S White (Pool)
J Gill (Rowing)
T Moore-Barton (Rowing)
J Bolger (Rugby)
S Malamatinas (Rugby)
J Gibson (Skiing)
E Booty (Skiing)
R Bedford (Table Football)
A Dickinson (Table Football)
M Hassan (Table Football)
J Sohi (Table Football)

2001-2002

B Hopewell (Athletics)
J Johnstone (Badminton)
J-J Bahk (Baseball)
M Boxser (Basketball)
J Dalrymple (Cricket)
J Wong (Dancesport)
O Akkaya (Soccer)
A C G De Cosio (Women’s Soccer)
K Murtagh (Women’s Soccer)
S Chandavia (Ice Hockey)
R Holmes (Orienteering)
D Brooke (Rowing)
N Gust (Women’s Rowing)
J Bolger (Rugby)
M Stewart (Women’s Rugby)
A Taylor (Women’s Rugby)
A Wilkinson (Squash)

2002-2003

F Gomes (Athletics)
J Johnston (Badminton)
J Dalrymple (Cricket)
A Taylor (Women’s Rugby)

2003-2004

A Beverly (Athletics)
V Chloupek (Ice Hockey)
F Gomes (Basketball)
J Clayton (Rugby League)
A Al-Attar (Fencing)
N Thomopoulos (Handball)
A Artiganave (Basketball)

2004-2005

M Blomquist (Rowing)
S Cornick (Women’s Rowing)
A Beverley (Cross Country)
R Morgan (Women’s Lightweight Rowing, Half-Blue)
A Eddington (Rugby League, Half-Blue)
J Allen (Water Polo, Half-Blue)
S Harrison (Water Polo, Half-Blue)
C Dix (Judo, Half-Blue)
J Wright (Basketball, Half-Blue)
A Gibson (Badminton, Half-Blue)
Z Chadowitz (Real Tennis, Half-Blue)

2005-2006

A Gibson (Badminton)
J Wright (Basketball)
L Pallett (Cycling, Half-Blue)
W Chao (Dancesport, Half-Blue)
W Chao (Fencing, Half-Blue)
K Alexander (Women’s Ice Hockey, Half-Blue)
C Dix (Judo, Half-Blue)
S Cornick (Women’s Lightweight Rowing, Half-Blue)
Z Chadowitz (Real Tennis, Half-Blue)
D Litwak (Skiing, Half-Blue)
T Ricketts (Water Polo, Half-Blue)

2006-2007

C Moss (Badminton)
T Ofek (Women’s Basketball)
I Turnbull (Women’s Hockey)
K Alexander (Women’s Ice Hockey, Half-Blue)
K Richard (Women’s Cricket)

2007-2008

T Ofek (Women’s Basketball)
C Galloway (Women’s Rowing)
V Blakebrough (Women’s Rugby)
S Cormick (Women’s Rowing, Half-Blue)
B Donaldson (Women’s Rowing, Half-Blue)
K Alexander (Women’s Ice Hockey, Half-Blue)
R Rieu (Basketball, Half-Blue)

2008-2009

J Robertson (Boxing)
K Morris (Women’s Soccer)
T Hodgson (Soccer)
P Walker (Hockey)
C Galloway (Women’s Rowing)
I Turnbull (Women’s Hockey)
T Ofek (Women’s Basketball)
I Hodges-Mameletzis (Archery, Half-Blue)
D Johnson (Pistol Shooting, Half-Blue)
E Clarke (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
L Sweet (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
C Boote (Windsurfing, Half-Blue)
N Fitton (Windsurfing, Half-Blue)

2009-2010

L Sweet (Lacrosse)
E Clarke (Netball)
E Clarke (Lacrosse)
R Jarvis (Sailing)
M Vaivars (Basketball)
T Ofek (Women’s Basketball)
I Turnbull (Women’s Hockey)
P Walker (Hockey)
K Webb (Women’s Rugby)
H Lillington (Squash)
S Pozimski (Chess, Half-Blue)
F Graham-Dixon (Dancing, Half-Blue)
K Gajewski (Dancing, Half-Blue)
F Cheung (Women’s Soccer, Half-Blue)
S Dunn (Hockey, Half-Blue)
Y Xiang (Ice Hockey, Half-Blue)
P Scriven (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
M Murray-Brown (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
E Swinton (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
L Kerr (Squash, Half-Blue)
C Boote (Wind Surfing, Half-Blue)
A Thompson (Women’s Rugby, Half-Blue)

2010-2011

M Vaivars (Basketball)
A Ellis-Thompson (Judo)
K Hudspith (Rowing)
P Walker (Hockey)
J Yuen (Fencing, Half-Blue)
G Allchorn (Lacrosse, Half-Blue)
2011-2012

T Haigh (Soccer)
I Guceri (Basketball)
P Birget (Fencing)
C Hirst (Netball)
K Hudspith (Rowing)
J Baker (Rugby League)
R Franklin (Swimming)
C Hirst (Athletics, Half-Blue)
L Jagoe (Rugby League, Half-Blue)
S Yang (Snooker, Half-Blue)
R Howett (Water Polo, Half-Blue)

2012-2013

M Jackson (Athletics)
A Edmonds (Women’s Basketball)
G Economides (Dancesport)
T Haigh (Soccer)
G Allchorn (Lacrosse)
H Wright (Lacrosse)
S Godlee (Netball)
K Hudspith (Rowing)
L Jagoe (Rugby League)
J Baker (Rugby League)
M Jackson (Athletics, Half-Blue)
D Davy (Modern Pentathlon, Half-Blue)
S Yang (Pool, Half-Blue)
H Ledbury (Women’s Rowing, Half-Blue)
R-W Hendron (Taekwon-Do, Half-Blue)

2013-2014

M Jackson (Athletics)
A Edmonds (Women’s Basketball)
L Burn (Women’s Hockey)
D Davy (Modern Pentathlon)
L Jagoe (Rugby League)
J Baker (Rugby League)
M Jackson (Athletics, Half-Blue)
I Gordon (Pistol Shooting, Half-Blue)
S Chapman (Women’s Pool, Half-Blue)

2014-2015

M Jackson (Athletics)
A Edmonds (Women’s Basketball)
L Burn (Women’s Hockey)
R Vellacott (Lacrosse)
A Lei (Volleyball)
S Mahesh (Rowing, Half-Blue)
N Jones (Skiing, Half-Blue)
R Franklin (Swimming, Half-Blue)
E Marsden (Swimming, Half-Blue)